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SUPPLIERS IN EUROPE AT A GLANCE

75%

of the vehicle value
comes from suppliers

€30 bn
Invested in R&D each year

±9.000

Patents filed by the
automotive industry each year
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5 million
Direct and indirect jobs

30%

An average car is made
of 30.000 parts and
CLEPA members cover
all of them

of private sector R&D
Investment in the EU

€600 bn
Turn over each year

Annual trade volume: €65
billion
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CLEPA, the European Association of Automotive
Suppliers, represents over 3.000 companies
supplying state-of-the-art components and
innovative technology for the mobility of the
future.
CLEPA brings together over 120 global suppliers of
car parts, systems and modules and more than 20
national trade associations and European sector
associations.

CLEPA represents
over 120 global
suppliers

13 national
associations & 14
associated
members

56% of the total
turnover is
generated by 38
CLEPA Members

21 countries

The automotive industry is undergoing biggest change in its 125-year history

• The magnitude of the transformation is unprecedented
• The challenges require co-creation and concerted action
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Transport has an important social role to
play, we need to guarantee that the
future will provide:

Accessible

Affordable

MOBILITY FOR ALL
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• Avoid the closure of factories
• Maintain the central source of information on border measures set up
by the European Commission
• Ensure the flow of goods, cross-border commuting and necessary
travel
• Dealerships and motor vehicle workshops should remain open
• Support purchases, EU and national governments by launching EUcoordinated vehicle renewal schemes
• Support research and innovation through EU budgets for Horizon
Europe, public procurement and financing tools
9

Commission borrowed additional 750 billion for structural investment by Member States
Significant amounts of funds will be
available for structural investments in
member states:

€672.5 bln. Recovery & Resilience Facility (RFF)
37% for green
projects

RFF allocations, by country
9.45

Portugal

17

Romania

18.3

Greece

30

Germany

31

Investments in cloud capabilities, digital
components, micro-electronics
Investments in green energy, hydrogen,
wind farms, district heating
Reskilling and education investment for
digital savvy workforce.
Investments to expand 5G infrastructure,
fibre, broadband coverage
Investment in (digital) public
administration

49

France

82

Spain

89

Italy

0

50

100
Grants

150
Loans

ESF (2014-2020): progress of
implementation as of 2020

Money needs to be spent by 2026, on:

21

Poland

20% for digital
projects

First €87 billion to become available this summer

Source: Bruegel
Czechia

2021-2026

Implementing the investments quickly, will
prove significant challenge Italy and Spain
had spent by 2020 less than 40% of their
2014-2020 European Structural Fund money.

200

250

Renovation, insulation of buildings, smart
and sustainable housing
Smart, clean and fair urban mobility,
charging infrastructure

Source: Oxford Economics, Dec. 2020
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February 2021

•
•
•

Profitability expected to stabilise on back of growing order intake
Sentiment positive despite hindrances in supply of semiconductors and other critical materials
Nine out of ten suppliers are reviewing and adapting product portfolio
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Full results and analysis during CLEPA Plaza on 10 March
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Full results and analysis during CLEPA Plaza on 10 March
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Global shortage is impacting EU automotive suppliers
• No quick solution, increasing production
capacity can take up to 3-9 months,
structural solutions could take up to 2
year.
• Globally, production of 1 million vehicles
delayed in Q1, unclear whether
recovery during 2021 will be feasible.
• Electric vehicles have 3 times more
semiconductor value than conventional
vehicles.
• Strong post COVID recovery in H2 could
exacerbate supply chain issues.
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Europe’s competitive position and policy initiatives
• US and into lesser extent EU well positioned on IP and
design of chips, but highly reliant on external wafer
production.
• Global supply chain will remain critical for competitive
pricing of tailored technologies and applications.
• Significant share of production outsourced to
foundries in Taiwan → how to diversify in a nonprotectionist and WTO compliant way?

• Automotive responsible for 10% of demand globally,
but 37% in Europe, highlighting critical role of sector
in digitalisation of Europe’s industrial base.
• European policy response likely to focus on more
support for production of new technologies and R&D
funding.
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Resolving civil
aerospace
dispute,
relaunching
transatlantic
trade dialogue

EU27-UK FTA
implementation

EU Steel Safeguards to
expire July 2021
Trade policy
review & trade
enforcement,
review of supply
chains and due
diligence
requirements

Modernised FTA with
EU likely to be ratified
in 2021

Ratification FTA
with EU (2021)

EU exploring options for
continent-to-continent
partnership. 1 July 2020:
African Continental Free
Trade Agreement into Force.
NegotiationsGreen
modernised
marketing is a
FTA EU-Chilepractice
to be
concluded in
2021?
whereby
companies seek.

Ratification EU-China
Investment Agreement in
2022
Green
marketing
is a
practice.

Priority
partner, but
diverging
views on
trade policy
and market
access

EU-Indonesia FTA
negotiations, conclusion in
2022?

EU-New Zealand and EU-Australia FTA
negotiations to be concluded in 2022?
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Deal secures trade, but integration of industries face challenge
No Deal avoided, no tariffs,
limited disruption, but
regulatory divergence cannot be
ruled out
2nd biggest trade partner for automotive suppliers after China
• €9.2 billion of EU exports in auto parts to UK (18% of total
EU27 exports)
• €5 billion in imports (17% of total EU sourcing)
• UK important export hub for finished vehicles to Asia and
(North) America

Deal facilitates trade but increases administrative burden of
trade significantly (rules of origin). UK remains party to UN58
agreement, but regulatory divergence and further barriers to
trade cannot be ruled out.
19

Commission published revised trade strategy in February
•

Maintain support for openness by addressing concerns (sustainability and geopolitical vulnerabilities).

•

How to ensure sustainability and climate change concerns can be addressed in a non-discriminatory and WTO compliant
way will be key question, where involvement of business community and other stakeholders will be key.

•

Trade strategy remains bound to economic and geopolitical realities (EU relies significantly on imports and exports for
its economy), real challenges to openness is maintaining public support for open economy and public
acknowledgement of limits to government intervention.
Maintained commitment to WTO,
repair appellate body, reciprocal
market access (China), making
WTO sustainability and digital
trade proof.

More focus on making sure
trade partners respect
sustainability and social
provisions in trade deals, carbon
border tax.

Reviving EU-US relationship,
increased focus Africa, FTA
negotiations with Indonesia,
Australia and New Zealand,
ratification Mercosur FTA.

Screening of foreign direct
investment –public order criteriaand for distortion of single
market level playing field by third
country subsidies.

Export control dual-use goods,
supply chain due diligence and
potential standards for imports
to avoid deforestation + forced
labour.

Anti-coercion instrument and
enforcement regulation to
respond to appellate body void
or potential non-WTO approved
“geopolitical tariffs”
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Ratification EU-Mercosur FTA remains priority, but politics are challenging
•

Commission working to prepare ground for successful
ratification, but concerns on deforestation need to be
addressed for ratification to be possible.

•

EU and Mercosur currently discussing to further clarify
sustainability commitments in Free Trade Agreement
and Association agreement → on basis of reciprocity.

•

CLEPA active in coalition of industry associations to
support ratification.

3,000
2,000
1,000
0

More than €24
billion foreign
direct investment
by EU
headquartered
automotive
businesses since
2003, responsible
for 65,000 jobs
across Brazil.

EU exports of auto parts to Brazil, €
mln.

EU imports of auto parts to Brazil, €
mln.

Source: IHS Connect

Source: IHS Connect
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Call to action
•
•
•

Global framework for automated
driving
Facilitate virtual testing
Fair access to in-vehicle data
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• Automotive suppliers are
leading force towards smart
mobility
• Connectivity and automation
need the right framework
conditions
• Public confidence in the
technology must be fostered
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VIA

Suppliers are leaders on the
development of CAD
technologies, the driving force
behind this transformation
towards safe and smart mobility.

Objective

• Deployment of connected
and automated driving
• Guarantee the potential
that data has for the
automotive industry

Objective

SOLUTIONS
BY
SUPPLIERS

Supportive regulatory framework
needed to make this transformation
a success for Europe.
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Position paper adopted

Position paper available on the CLEPA website:
https://clepa.eu/mediaroom/clepa-position-paper-onartificial-intelligence/
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AI applications in automotive cover a broad range of functions. Some examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced emergency braking systems;
Adaptive cruise control;
Lane keeping systems;
Intelligent speed adaptation;
Drowsiness and awareness monitoring;
Adaptive sun visor;
Facial recognition for ID and unlocking the car;
Climate control;
Infotainment;
Etc.
27

In response:
Automated driving and the transport sector in general
are already identified as high-risk. The mandatory
requirements would likely include:

•
•
•
•
•

Data quality and traceability obligations;
Technical robustness and safety requirements;
Transparency and human oversight
obligations;
Specific requirements for remote biometric
identification (such as facial recognition);
Non-discrimination and fundamental rights
safeguards.

• Requirements should remain proportion
ate enough to leave room for innovation
• New AI-related requirements should be
integrated into the existing
type approval framework for vehicles
• To continue developing advanced AI
technology and support R&D in this field,
it is necessary to increase the
opportunities for testing and continue
funding new ideas and projects.
28
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Level of ambition for 2030:

Overall carbon-reduction
from 55% instead of the
currently 40%.
For cars: proposals to go to
50% from 37.5%

Considerations on phaseout of combustion engine
30

Green Deal? Let’s make it work!

Supportive and reliable
regulatory framework

Transformation, not
disruption

Focus on innovation, investment
and employment

Holistic approach
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Maintain diversity of choice: technology openness, defossilise energy

Recharging

Renewable fuels

Level playing field for
powertrain technologies

Affordability & Just
Transition
32

ELECTRIFICATION IS LARGELY DRIVEN BY LEGISLATION
Yet, on its own, will not achieve climate neutrality

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/10102/2020/EN/SWD-2020-176-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-2.PDF
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DIFFERENT TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS NEED A POWERTRAIN MIX
Mission profile > battery size > battery cost and weight > infrastructure investment > effect on environmental footprint

BUS

High load

HEAVY TRUCK

MEDIUM TRUCK
LIGHT TRUCK
LCV

FULL-SIZE
MID-SIZE

Low load

COMPACT
SUBCOMPACT
MICRO

ELECTRIC WITH
RENEWABLE POWER

City

HYBRIDS

Mid-Range

ICE

Long-Range
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TECHNOLOGY
SOLUTIONS

POLICY &
REGULATIONS

Achieving
carbon neutral
mobility by 2050

FRAMEWORK
CONDITIONS

Suppliers deliver technology solutions,
both efficient and low or zero carbon.
Several options will be necessary, this
includes battery electric vehicles, fuel
cells, plug-in hybrids and efficient
combustion engines

Technology neutral and effective
regulatory framework that rewards
efficiency and supports innovation,
competitiveness and employment

Fleet renewal schemes, necessary charging
infrastructure, availability of renewable
energy, renewable fuels, e-fuels, and
hydrogen
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Automotive suppliers directly employ more than 1.7 million people across EU27

Vehicle assembly
→ 1.2 million jobs
19% of steel
employment
→ 63,000 jobs
10%-20% of chemical
employment
→ 165,000 jobs

Significant manufacturing employment, up- and downstream

15-20% of
employment in
machinery sector
→ 25,000 jobs
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Accelerated electrification poses challenge for the automotive sector, particularly in the supply chain
Jobs not easily interchangeable between sectors, within regions, in employment families

Transition (temporary)
enabling employment
Installation of charging
infrastructure (~70k)
Expansion of grid and
renewable energy
production (~30k)

Materials and energy
related employment
Materials (battery
chemicals, lightweight
materials) (~150k)
Machinery sector (~25k)

Vehicle production
related employment
ICE dependent
components, vehicle
assembly (~500k), electric
powertrain (~50k),
Electronics, Software, Data
(~400k)

Renewables (~35k)
Construction of new
battery plants (~150k)

Fuel refining (~120k)

Battery & Charging
equipment (~75k)

Vehicle use related
employment
Charging infrastructure
maintenance (~90k),
operation (~140k) Fuel
station service workers
and transport (~400k)
Aftermarket (~245k-2
mln.)

Job
opportunity
2030

Job loss
risks
2030

Long term
job loss
risks

Note: Job creation opportunities and risks are a preliminary finding and rough estimates based on a review of more than 20 studies published on the impact of electrified vehicles on employment.
For motor vehicle and parts production is assumed that around 50% of job losses due to automation could be linked to electrification, as costs of battery will increase pressure to optimise
productivity and reduce need for labour intensive tasks. Research consulted includes Fraunhofer, Cambridge Econometrics, AIE, IFO, McKinsey, BCG, IEA, Platform Electromobility, Eurostat
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Required skill set for jobs will be different
Data analyst, typically higher education

New roles
Battery cell production: jobs related to mixing
chemicals, production of electrodes and qa. skills
needed to produce electrodes, expertise of
chemistry for quality assurances

Fraunhofer estimates that job
losses in ICE will materialise mostly
for following roles:
• operative production of
vehicles and parts
• production coordinators
• machinery supervisor

Electrotechnical worker, typically higher
complexity and higher level of education
required
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Timeline: 2021 - 2027
Objectives
• Skills Intelligence: Update data on skills needs and guidance to education and training
providers
• Skills & Job Roles Recognition: Systematic and harmonised EU-wide definitions of skills
and job roles
• Training & Education Database: EU-wide database of training and education courses
• Skills awards recognition: EU-wide recognition of the job roles/skills through commonly
accepted system
• Holistic Approach to Up/Re-Skilling
• Pilot regions: massive acceleration of investment in human capital through pilot regional
projects
• Sharing best practices, to create an overall framework to share the knowledge within the
Automotive Ecosystem
• Cooperation on the skills agenda to promote trust and ensure sustainable and systematic
cooperation
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• High levels of investments

• Remaining barriers to be removed
• Internal market for automated drivng and electromobility

• Charging infrastructure and consumer acceptance
• Regulatory framework that is technology neutral

Europe: advanced technology competence and autonomy, high value
industrial base and employment
42

CLEPA advocates for safe,
sustainable & smart mobility,
provided by a competitive industry
in Europe and the world

